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Abstract

Please split the first sentence into two parts.

“Chemical components, minerals, and secondary metabolites were estimated in the seeds”.

You used the terms ‘Chemical components' and 'secondary metabolites '. It's important to note that 'chemical components'

refer to [specific definition] while 'secondary metabolites' are [specific definition]. I would suggest to replace the word

‘components’ with compounds.

‘of nutrients compared to the imported samples’ If you have analysed the imported almond samples, then you must

introduce them in the second sentence

Keywords: almonds, nutrients contains, minerals, phytochemicals, Yemen.

I would suggest using the singular to replace the second keyword, which you used for the first time: phytochemicals. Also,

I suggest using the Latin name of the cultivar.

‘source of high nutritional value’ it is not correct e.g. ‘source of nutrients of high value’.

‘an antioxidant effect for cancer ‘ it is not clear how is connected the antioxidant capacity and cancer disease.

‘The seeds of the almond plant are one of the nuts that are a source of high.’ The sentence is not completed.

‘world. South Australia and the United States of America ‘ the sentence is not clear.

‘ with Qat’ please explain, in English or latin.

In the previous paragraph you didn’t’ menthioned the Yemeni production is internationally important ‘And its great

competitiveness in the domestic and foreign markets.’ Please correct your opinion.

‘ 5,959 hectares’, I would suggest to refer as percentage of the overall area.

Keldahl method- Kjeldahl.
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